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CHAPTER 1

THE GREATEST TEST OF ALL
Please travel with me in history for just a moment. It's the
latter half of the 18th century, America has just gained its
freedom, and the birth of a great nation is underway. Some of
the greatest minds in history are creating their footprint on the
very land we stand on today.
Among many memorable events, one of the first financial
tools of the western world is created. A tool with origins dating
back to ancient Rome. And while no one knows it just yet, it
will become a lifeline, a protection, and a champion of the
greatest test of all…
…the test of time.
It will literally save thousands of individuals, families, and
businesses from financial ruin and devastation. It will be a
beacon of hope in the midst of chaos. And most importantly, it
will be a source of stability and control in an industry full of
crooks and criminals, willing to do anything to make an extra
buck.
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Over the next few centuries, it will be so ingrained in
American culture that making changes to it will be near
impossible. It will become the last place truly protected from
the corruption of greedy investors, untamed government, and
unforeseen financial turmoil.
I like to refer to this tool as a personal bank on steroids, an
unparalleled place to stockpile cash, and a financial bunker for
tough times…
...but it is better known as cash value life insurance.
In this book I’m going to show you why and how many
wealthy Americans, banks, and businesses have used life
insurance as a platform for wealth. I’m going to help you see
why I’ve made it the foundation for every part of my finances,
and how you can do the same.
I’m also going to share with you how to create and use a
specialized type of life insurance I call “high cash value life
insurance,” and how you can use it to benefit yourself and your
loved ones. I’m going to teach you things only a small fraction
of financial advisors and insurance agents have ever even heard
of, much less understand. And finally, I’m going to share with
you the raw numbers, the proof, three case studies to illustrate
exactly how it works.
Now let’s be clear. I’m not talking about that “garbage”
peddled by most insurance agents.
Rather, I’m talking about a highly efficient, supercharged
savings vehicle designed for stockpiling wealth. A product so
powerful it’s responsible for the success of Walt Disney, JC
Penney, McDonald’s, and thousands of others. I’m talking
about a vehicle designed by the wealthy to virtually guarantee
financial success and amass wealth. More on that shortly…
2
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Now back to history. For the next century and a half
America is booming. While we are young and ambitious, we are
taking massive strides, firmly making our way into the pages of
history.
Benjamin Franklin discovers electricity.
Thomas Edison invents the light bulb.
Alexander Graham Bell invents the telephone.
We hit the Roaring Twenties, the decade that followed World
War I. It is a time of wealth and excess; a time when people
believe in the markets, the economy, and the government. But
what soon follows would disrupt the lifestyle of almost every
American…
…a series of truly tragic events…
…a time known as “The Great Depression.”

The Great Depression
In October of 1929, the stock market suffered severe losses.
It plunged over 22% in just a few short days, making headlines
across the country. But this was only the beginning.
Over the next several years, the markets would have
difficulty recovering. The Dow Jones Industrial Average1 would
take a staggering 32-year setback, losing nearly 90% of its value.
1

The Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA or “the Dow”) represents 30 of the largest and
most widely traded stocks in the United States. It includes companies like General Electric,
Exxon and Microsoft and is one of the most watched indices in the world. It is an indicator
of how the stock market is performing.
3
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From it’s peak of 381.17 in September 1929, it would close
at a shocking 41.22 on July 8, 1932.2
It would take another 22 years to surpass it’s all time high
before the crash in 1929.
Nearly 25% of all American’s would be unemployed and
unable to find work.3
Over 40% of banks would shutdown.4
Millions of savings accounts would simply disappear.
Here’s where it gets interesting…
While banks, businesses, and government sectors were
closing their doors, one sector of the economy stood strong and
steady, unaffected by these horrible circumstances. Life
insurance companies.
Life insurance companies remained virtually unscathed.
While the markets suffered severe losses, owners of cash value
life insurance didn’t lose a dime. They didn’t lose any money in
the Great Depression, and they haven’t lost money since.
In fact, it was such a stable place to have money that while
many people lost everything, those who owned life insurance
were paid profits in every single year of the Great Depression,
2

"Historical Prices for Dow Jones Industrial Average." Yahoo! Finance. N.p., n.d. Web. 27
Dec. 2013. <http://finance.yahoo.com/q/hp?s=^DJI>.
3

U.S. Bureau of the Census, Historical Statistics of the United States, Colonial Times to
1957 (Washington, D.C., 1960), p.70.
4

"Great Depression." : The Concise Encyclopedia of Economics. N.p., n.d. Web. 28 Dec. 2013.
<http://www.econlib.org/library/Enc/GreatDepression.html>.
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and every single year after.
It was truly a beacon of hope amid fear and chaos. It was the
only place that truly triumphed the devastation of that time.
This is extremely significant. Some believe our most difficult
times are ahead of us. With difficult political issues at the door
like the national debt, government spending, Social Security,
Medicare, as well as economic issues like inflation, taxes, debt,
and so on, knowing how and where to keep your money safe is
becoming increasingly important.
As you’ll soon discover, life insurance companies played a
big role in helping families and businesses stay afloat, and
ultimately trump these difficult circumstances.

JCPenney
When the market crashed in 1929, JCPenney, then a dry
goods store for mining and farm families, was severely affected.
As the sole owner, James Cash Penney took a huge dive in
company and personal wealth. The financial setbacks were so
devastating that it even took a toll on his physical and mental
health.
Fortunately, Mr. Penney had accumulated massive wealth
inside his cash value life insurance policies, and was able to
borrow against them to help the company stay afloat and
eventually rebound. If he hadn’t used cash value life insurance
as a tool to keep his money safe and accessible, it likely wouldn’t
have been there, and JCPenney would have likely closed it’s
doors.
When he died, the Grand Rapids Press wrote the following
5
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about him: “In the Great Stock Market Crash of 1929 he was
almost wiped out, but with the money he borrowed on his $3
million dollar life insurance policy, he was able to rebound.”5
Today, JCPenney takes in revenues of $18 billion a year and
has over 1,100 stores worldwide.

Walt Disney
Walt Disney is a man who has influenced the vast majority of
people across the globe. From animated pictures, to theme
parks and attractions, most of us have enjoyed the work he did
in his life.
But what most people don’t know is that without his cash
value life insurance policies, much of what he built would not
exist today.
Ever been to Disneyland? It is one of the most popular
attractions in the world. People fly in from all over the world to
visit this magical kingdom.
But when Walt Disney wanted to take his successful
animated features and television programs and turn them into
an amusement park for children and parents, not everyone
believed in his vision.
At the time, the only amusement parks in the country were
run-down attractions. They were known to be shady and dirty,
and were hardly a place for families and children.

5

Alampur, Gopala. Die Broke and Wealthy: The Insurance Bonanza That Beats the Tax Man While
You're Still Alive. Toronto: Chestnut Pub. Group, 2005. Print.
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Believing it would be unsuccessful, potential financiers of
Walt’s venture rejected his request for financing. If Walt wanted
to start his theme park, he’d have to find another way.
Fortunately Walt was a very savvy individual, known for his
success in business and finance, and had been stockpiling cash
into his life insurance policies. Since banks and lenders
continued to reject his financing needs, he decided to provide
his own financing. Among other things, Walt borrowed against
his cash value life insurance policies, and in 1955, Disneyland
opened its doors for the first time. Within 1 year over 3.5
million people visited the park. It was an instant success.
“It takes a lot of money to make these dreams come true. From the very
start it was a problem. Getting the money to open Disneyland. About $17
million it took. And we had everything mortgaged, including my personal
insurance...” – Walt Disney

McDonald’s
All of us know McDonald’s, the largest fast food restaurant
in the world, but not everyone knows Ray Kroc. Ray was one
of three partners interested in a nationwide franchise of
restaurants that sold hamburgers. After six years of being in
business, Ray bought out the McDonald brothers and became
the sole owner of the McDonald’s we know today.
What’s more interesting is that Ray relied heavily on cash
value life insurance to store money. It played a major role in
getting the company off the ground.
For the first eight years Ray didn’t take a salary, and made
good use of his two cash value life insurance policies to help
overcome constant cash-flow problems. He used them to help
cover the salaries of key employees, to pay for unforeseen
7
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expenses, and he even used some of the money to create an
advertising campaign around the infamous Ronald McDonald.
Today, McDonald’s serves more than 50 million people
every day, with more than 30,000 locations around the world.
Much of the success of McDonald’s can be attributed to Ray’s
wise use of cash value life insurance.

Foster Farms
In 1939, a young couple named Max and Verda Foster
borrowed against their life insurance policies to invest in an 80acre farm in California to raise turkeys and chickens. Today,
Foster Farms has more than 10,000 employees and sells
products all across the globe.

Stanford University
After Leland and Jane Stanford lost their son to typhoid
fever, they focused their efforts and their wealth on helping
other people’s children.
In 1891 the first 555 students enrolled at Stanford University.
But after Leland died in 1893, it became a financial struggle.
Not wanting to give up what she so deeply believed in, Jane
used her husband's life insurance policy proceeds to help fund
operations and pay faculty, allowing Stanford University to
weather a dangerous six-year period of financial distress.

Pampered Chef
After having success with Tupperware’s marketing strategy,
8
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Doris Christopher believed women needed tools to help them
make cooking quicker and easier.
Using her cash value life insurance policy, Doris funded the
first inventory for what is now a billion dollar company with
over 12 million customers, Pampered Chef.

Millions More
While we’ve only covered a few stories here, there are
millions more that benefit from cash value life insurance every
day. But individuals aren’t the only ones taking advantage of its
benefits. Banks and Corporations are notorious for placing
billions of dollars in cash value life insurance.

9

CHAPTER 2

BANKS, CORPORATIONS, AND
BILLIONS OF DOLLARS
While many wealthy individuals maximize the use of cash
value life insurance, there is one group that really understands
its value. This same sector of the economy controls nearly every
aspect of our economy. Banks.
Cash value life insurance plays a massive role in financial
institutions, corporations, and banks. More than you could ever
imagine. These organizations buy life insurance by the billions,
and use it for many different reasons. Not only does it increase
their financial stability and reduce their taxes, it is an ideal place
to fund employee pensions, healthcare costs, and other benefits.
It’s so common among banks and corporations that it even has
it’s own name. Bank-Owned Life Insurance (BOLI) and
Corporate-Owned Life Insurance (COLI).
The FDIC makes available the balance sheets of nearly
every major bank. The following figures are directly from
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FDIC.gov6 and represent the exact amount of money the
following banks hold in life insurance.
Bank
Bank of America
Wells Fargo Bank
JPMorgan Chase Bank
U.S. Bank

Life Insurance Assets
$19,607,000,000
$17,739,000,000
$10,327,000,000
$ 5,451,892,000

Banks are in the business of money. They have some of the
greatest minds in the world, including economists, attorneys,
accountants, financial analysts and other advisors, helping them
increase the efficiency and use of their capital.
It is not insignificant that banks place billions of dollars in
life insurance. It’s a reflection of the value they place on this
powerful asset. For banks, it provides the ultimate in safety,
stability, and growth. More importantly, the FDIC allows this
asset to be classified as Tier 1 capital, which is the safest capital
a bank can have.7 Tier 1 capital is considered to be the core
measure of a bank's financial strength.
We can learn a lot from banks, but they aren’t the only ones
benefiting from this powerful asset. Corporations are also
heavily involved in buying life insurance in mass quantities.
In his book The Pirates of Manhattan, the author indicates that
over 68% of Fortune 1000 companies use life insurance to fund
supplemental executive retirement plans (SERPs).8 While it has
6

"FDIC: Institution Directory." FDIC: Institution Directory. N.p., n.d. Web. 31 Dec. 2013.

7

"RMS Manual of Examination Policies." Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, n.d. Web. 2
Jan. 2014. <http://www.fdic.gov/regulations/safety/manual/section3-7.pdf>.
8

Dyke, Barry James. "CORPORATE-OWNED LIFE INSURANCE." The Pirates of
Manhattan: Systematically Plundering the American Consumer & How to Protect against It.
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many other benefits and uses for businesses and corporations,
it’s interesting to note that in order to fund an employee’s
retirement plan, they use cash value life insurance. Its ability to
provide the stable growth necessary to create a predictable
income is one of its most powerful features. As you’ll soon
discover, you too can use it to create a predictable income down
the road.
Here is a list of some well-known companies that hold life
insurance as an asset:9

Portsmouth, NH: 555, 2007. 174-176. Print.
9

Dyke, Barry James. "CORPORATE-OWNED LIFE INSURANCE." The Pirates of
Manhattan: Systematically Plundering the American Consumer & How to Protect against It.
Portsmouth, NH: 555, 2007. 174-176. Print.
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Companies that Own Life Insurance














































General Electric
Proctor & Gamble
AT&T
Nestle
Prudential Insurance
General Motors
H.J. Heinz
Johnson & Johnson
Lucent Technologies
Norfolk Southern
Pfizer
Gannett Publishing
Lillian Vernon,
Cendant
Monsanto
Office Depot
Starbucks
Ryder Systems
Newell Rubbermaid
Avon
Comcast
Verizon
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Walt Disney
Crown Holdings
Amway
Panera Bread
NetLife
Harley Davidson
International Paper
Lockheed Martin
McGraw-Hill
Outback Steak House
Pacific Gas & Electric
Dow Chemical
Bed, Bath and Beyond
CSX
BellSouth
Nike
United Healthcare
Anheuser-Busch
KB Home
CVS
United Technologies
Wisconsin Energy

Lies on Wall Street
While banks and corporations are taking advantage of the
benefits of cash value life insurance, the rest of America is
falling victim to a deadly lie. We are being poisoned with the
idea that volatile, risk-based investing in the stock market is the
best way to prepare for retirement. We’ve been conned into
believing that in order to achieve our goals we must invest our
hard earned money into the complex, misleading, unproven
theories of Wall Street; that we must put our faith in large Wall
Street firms to guess correctly which stocks will perform.
In the 1900s, it’s estimated that over 50% of savings went
into cash value life insurance. It was the staple for safety,
protection, and predictable future income for decades. It’s only
been in the last few decades that people have fallen prey to a
contrarian belief. By transitioning money from the safety and
guarantees of a cash value life insurance policy to risk in the
stock market, Wall Street firms stood to gain a lot. And they
did. In fact, since the advent of the 401k and other government
plans, the stock market has nearly quadrupled in total assets.
This was a huge gain for Wall Street firms and advisors, but a
huge loss for Americans.
You see investment firms were a big part of the origination
of government plans. They positioned themselves to be the
managers of the funds that ultimately made their way to these
plans. What’s worse is these companies don’t participate in the
same theories they pitch you and I everyday.
I’m not going to take you into the details of how investment
firms have taken control of retirement funds, but suffice it to
say there has been a massive transition, for the worse, from
safety and guarantees, to risky, unpredictable stock market
14
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investments. Thousands of Americans are starting to see the
outcomes of these failed models, and the consequences are
devastating.

15

CHAPTER 3

HOW I EARNED 300 PERCENT RETURNS
Among many stories about those who have benefited from
cash value life insurance, my family and I have enjoyed massive
benefits in our finances.
I’ll spare you all the details, but suffice it to say for nearly 11
years I participated in the stock market and mutual funds like
the average investor. In short, after over a decade, I had less
money than I had put in. Like many of you, that strategy simply
did not work for me.
Since then I’ve followed a different philosophy. Never lose
money. Almost every wealthy individual I’ve ever met or
learned about was driven by keeping money safe, reducing risk,
and making smart decisions. It’s never uncalculated, and it’s
never out of their control.
In fact, one of the greatest investors of our day, Warren
Buffett, subscribes to a similar mentality. When it comes to
investing, he’s quoted as saying, “Rule number one is never lose
money. Rule number two is never forget rule number one.”

16
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Just watch the TV series “Shark Tank” for 5 minutes and
you’ll understand how the wealthy look at risk. These billionaire
investors pass up opportunity after opportunity waiting for
home run deals. I call the risk they take “smart risk” and I’ll
explain why in a bit.
In 2008 the markets took another huge dive. It’s a common
characteristic of the market to have massive setbacks, but this
one was devastating. Some have said it was the worst since the
Great Depression.
While everyone was in a panic, I had not lost a penny. I had
my money safely tucked away inside my cash value life
insurance policies. I was safely growing my money, unaffected
by the changes in the markets.
As more and more people struggled with losses, there
became more and more opportunity for those of us that had
access to money.
After waiting patiently, I found the perfect opportunity to
invest in two real estate properties. Just like many of the stories
I’ve shared, I borrowed from my cash value policies and paid
for the properties in full. I purchased them for same price they
sold for in 1984, nearly 25 years earlier.
Now fast forward 3 years. Those properties have more than
tripled in value, and I’ve recouped my entire investment from
rental income alone. A handsome reward for patience and
smart, calculated risk taking.
I stuck by my rule: never lose money. While that can’t always
be guaranteed, the absolute worst case scenario I could think of
was breaking even on my investment. There was a lot of upside
potential, and seemingly little downside. It was risk worth
taking.
17
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I consider myself very fortunate to have learned about cash
value life insurance and to have used it so heavily in my life. I’ve
been blessed to avoid so many of the pitfalls and disasters that
plague the vast majority of hard working Americans. Greed has
shaped the investment community, rigging the game against the
individual investor (you and me). I’ve witnessed it first hand. As
pretty a picture as they have painted, the financial industry is
unraveling quickly, and people experiencing the market roller
coaster are looking for a better way to handle their finances. I
urge you to take serious consideration to what I’m about to
teach you, and how you can adapt these principles into your
finances.

18
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WINNING WITH TAXES
I'm constantly amazed at how most people plan for taxes. It’s
so different than what you’d see inside the financial plan of
some of America’s elite. It’s hard to convince them to lock up
money and let Uncle Sam decide the best time and rate to pay
taxes. That’s just not very smart.
It’s such a critical topic, and one I hope you won’t take
lightly.
I’d like to take a second and explain what I like to call the
“401k Predicament.”
You see, retirement plans like 401ks, IRAs, and other
government plans are designed to postpone the taxes you will
pay on your earned income.
If you are in a higher tax bracket today than when you take it
out, you will save money on taxes (you win). If, on the other
hand, you are in a lower tax bracket today then when you take it
out, you’ll pay more taxes (you lose). So the predicament
becomes whether or not to postpone taxes. The truth is it’s not
19
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that much of a predicament because the evidence is
overwhelming. Most people are clearly retiring in higher tax
brackets than in their working years. They are losing the tax
game.
In the late 70’s and early 80’s when retirement plans like the
401k started, tax brackets were extremely high and were
designed to be lower in retirement years. What worked then is
just not working today.
I took the time to interview 5 Certified Public Accountants
to tell me what they see everyday as it relates to retirees and tax
brackets. I was stunned by the confidence in their answers.
Here are a few of their comments:
"I'm seeing them retire with very few deductions and if
they've been socking it away in 401ks or just tax deferred
plans, I see them retiring with very few deductions and 100%
taxable income." - Kevin CPA
"I see it all the time with people who've created wealth, and
done the right things with their money throughout their life.
By the time they retire they're actually making more money
than they did when they were working." - Cameron CPA
"I think that most folks expect a lower tax bracket and that
doesn't develop the way they anticipate - Rick CPA
The majority of Americans are socking money into
retirement plans that postpone taxes, a poor bet. Across the
board people are retiring with more income and/or lower
deductions, and it’s truly killing their retirement income. Here’s
why.
During your working years you have a lot of things to
20
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potentially keep your tax bracket down. The mortgage interest
deduction, student loan interest deduction, exemptions for
children, and lower income in earlier stages of your career.
It’s likely that inflation alone will bump you into higher tax
brackets, but especially when you take away deductions and
exemptions, leaving nothing to offset increased income. This is
exactly what our CPAs are seeing for many Americans. And the
more successful you have been, the more you lose.
And last but not least, it’s clear that the government needs,
and is seeking, more revenues. The combination of high
spending, high national debt, and some of the lowest tax
brackets in history could be a possible indicator of increasing
taxes. And as of right now, some of those increases have already
taken place.
While I hesitate to make a blanket statement here, knowing
every situation is unique, consider the benefits of retiring taxfree. There is peace in not having to worry about what tax
bracket the future holds. Chances are you’ll save on taxes and
you’ll sleep better at night.
The truth is, more and more people are having the proverbial
light bulb over the head moment. They've realized that taxes
aren't going down, and they need to rethink their tax plan.
That's why a tax-free retirement is a breath of fresh air.

21

CHAPTER 5

WHAT THE WEALTHY KNOW ABOUT RISK
In the financial industry you hear a lot of discussion about
risk. It’s widely accepted that risk is a natural part of building
wealth. While I agree that taking the right kind of risk can, at
times, be extremely profitable, I do not believe it is a
requirement, and I certainly don’t believe it should be taken
lightly.
You see there are two types of risk. One type has the
potential for creating significant wealth. It’s the type that Walt
Disney took when he started Disneyland, the type that Ray
Kroc took when he started McDonald’s, and it’s the type
thousands of men and women have taken throughout the years
to achieve their dreams. I call it “smart risk.”
Smart risk is simple. It’s calculated risk. You understand why
you are taking it and you see the potential gains for risk well
taken. This doesn’t always go your way, but that’s okay, you
knew what you were in for.
The other type of risk is the excuse to make unsound
financial decisions. It’s justification for a bad investment model.
22
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It’s the kind of risk Wall Street tells us is necessary. I call it
dumb risk. Dumb risk is uncalculated, you don’t know why
you’re taking it other than you think you should be taking risk,
and you have no clue what the potential outcome could be.
Now you tell me, is it smart risk or dumb risk to invest
money without knowing where it goes, why it’s going there, or
what you’ll gain from it? Most Americans are taking dumb risk,
unnecessarily riding the Wall Street roller coaster.
You see, taking smart risk is an advanced skill. Not everyone
wants or even needs to take risk. If it’s not smart risk don’t take
it. Most people would do just fine saving faithfully, and growing
it in a conservative tax free environment like life insurance. No
risk necessary. This is why so many corporations use this
strategy to pay employee pensions. It’s safe and they can count
on it. No risk involved. Their actions speak volumes.
Here’s a great example of smart risk versus dumb risk.
Warren Buffett makes billions of dollars buying stocks. Millions
of Americans invest in the stock market everyday. While they
both buy stocks, it’s extremely different. For Mr. Buffett, buying
a stock is buying a company. He knows the company, he
calculates the risk, sees the potential, and pulls the trigger. The
vast majority of Americans are mindlessly tossing money into
the market, hoping something good will come of it. One is
smart risk, the other is dumb risk.

23

CHAPTER 6

SUPERCHARGED SAVINGS WITH
CASH VALUE LIFE INSURANCE
A few years ago I was approached by an older gentleman in
his early sixties named Jim. Jim wanted my help and expertise to
move more assets into a high cash value life insurance policy.
24 years ago Jim was approached by his brother, Scott, a
newly licensed insurance agent, to buy an insurance policy for
him and his family. As you can imagine, he felt obligated to buy
the policy. His fear of telling his brother “no” was far greater
than the few hundred a month it would cost him for the policy.
There’s a good chance many of you may have experienced this
same situation.
As the years went on, his investment strategy was to follow
the advice of the “experts” and his peers… “Invest in stocks,
mutual funds, and your 401k.”
Now fast-forward 24 years. Jim has assets in 401ks, IRAs,
and his life insurance policy. But here’s what’s interesting. It
took Jim 24 years to realize his life insurance policy was his best
24
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investment. It had earned a little over 6%, it never lost money,
and it had outperformed the investments in his 401k and IRAs.
Now he wanted to move the rest of his money into a high cash
value life insurance policy.
Ironically the policy he had so reluctantly purchased from his
brother turned out to be the smartest financial decision he had
made.
This is not an uncommon story. I’ve heard it more than
once. Had my client been presented with a high cash value life
insurance policy, as opposed to a more traditional type policy,
he would have seen the benefits he was excited about much
sooner.

Growth
A case study by Mass Mutual Life Insurance Company
showed the performance of 3 policies from 1980-2013. The
internal rate of return for each of these policies were 5.65%,
6.02%, and 6.22%.10
And while it’s not necessarily excessive returns, it’s better
than what most people have earned in the last decade or two in
the markets, without the emotional stress that comes from such
a wicked roller coaster ride.
According to Crestmont Research, the S&P 500 earned
actual returns (before management fees and taxes) of 0% in the
last 5 years and 2% in the last 10 years. You’ll have to go back
10

Historical Dividend Studies From Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance Company. N.p.:
Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance, n.d. 2008. Web. 23 Dec. 2013. <
https://fieldnet.massmutual.com/public/life/pdfs/li7954.pdf>.
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20 years to hit a high of 7% annual returns.11
Now if you’re thinking you might be able to do better with
mutual funds, it’s highly unlikely. According to Standard &
Poor’s, over 99% of mutual funds consistently underperform
the S&P 500. Chances are, if you’re invested in the stock market
and/or mutual funds, the S&P 500 returns would be your best
case scenario.
In comparison, cash value life insurance has done very well,
and we’ve only started scratching the surface. You see, cash
value life insurance is one of the most tax friendly financial
tools we have. Money inside cash value life insurance, when
handled properly, grows tax free, can be used tax free, and
passes on tax free.
So let’s consider 2 additional factors, taxes and fees.
The case study showed life insurance policy returns of 6%. If
you are in a 30 percent tax bracket, it’s the equivalent of 8.6%
returns with taxes.
Now assuming a conservative 1% management fee, the
equivalent return in the market would have to be upwards of
9.6% to compare to the life insurance returns. I can safely say
(with the research to back it) it’s not very realistic to expect 10%
returns every year in the market. Anyone who has had money in
the markets for more than a few years knows that.
Another calculation we could make is the additional cost of
term insurance you would have to buy in order to compare
11

2012 CESTMONT RESEARCH STOCK MARKET MATRIX. N.p.: n.p.,
n.d. Crestmont Research. Www.CrestmontResearch.com, 2013. Web. 23 Dec. 2013.
<http://www.crestmontresearch.com/docs/Stock-Matrix-Tax-Exempt-Nominal411x17.pdf>.
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more accurately to what the cash value policy offers. While we
are heavily focusing on this as a place to stockpile cash, it’s
important to remember that the death benefit it provides is
extremely beneficial as well. We’d have to increase our
“equivalent returns” even higher to account for that.
In short, the growth inside a cash value life insurance policy
is not flashy, but is conservative, consistent, and extremely
competitive. Anyone who tells you otherwise is woefully illinformed.

“But I Can Get A Better Return”
You might think the point of this section is to try and
convince you that you can’t get better returns, but it’s not.
I strongly believe that conventional forms of investing will
fall very short of what a solid cash value policy will do with far
less risk, especially stocks and mutual funds. But the truth is it
doesn’t matter.
One of the best benefits of cash value life insurance is the
guaranteed access to money at any time you want it. If you feel
you can get better returns somewhere else, and you’re willing to
take the risk, the insurance policy will actually make the
investment more profitable… more on how that works later.
Case and point. I have money in life insurance, but I’ve
leveraged my policies for greater growth opportunities. My real
estate investments have paid double-digit returns consistently
for a number of years, and my policies have not restricted me
from making those investments. On the contrary, accessing
those dollars from my policies has simply made my investments
more profitable.
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Look at it this way. Your policy is creating a benchmark for
you to help decide if risk is worth taking. If your policy is
earning 5%, this is your benchmark. If you can do better than
5%, the money is there for you to use and increase your returns
elsewhere, so long as you are willing to take the risk.

Tax-free growth
I don’t know about you, but I’m worried about taxes. Most
people give up more to income taxes than almost anything else,
and it can really damage your finances as we’ve seen. I know
that if I don’t prepare adequately, I’ll have to suffer the
consequences of poor planning.
Among many benefits, I believe one of the most attractive
benefits of cash value life insurance is the way it is taxed. These
benefits alone attract those that want protection from the
uncertainty of taxes.
Let’s talk about a few of those tax benefits.
The first, and arguably one of the most important, is the taxfree growth.
It’s pretty simple actually. Growth inside an insurance policy
is called a dividend, and by definition, is considered a “return of
premium.” Since they are considering it a return of what you
have already paid, it is not taxable.
That being said, there is one caveat; as the policy grows, you
will have undoubtedly accumulated more than you contributed
if you’ve designed it for high cash value. If at any point you
decide to withdraw your money from the insurance policy, the
growth (everything above the cost basis of the policy) can be
taxable.
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For example. If I’ve contributed $100,000 to the policy, and
my cash value is $300,000, withdrawals up to $100,000 would be
considered cost basis, and not be taxable. Withdrawals passed
that cost basis would result in taxation. By handling this policy
correctly, I can avoid the taxable events by using a combination
of withdrawals and loans. I’ll talk more about how to do this
later.
As long as it remains intact, it will continue to grow tax-free
indefinitely. As you’ll soon discover, there is practically no
reason to ever cancel the policy, keeping those dollars tax-free
for the rest of your life.
The appeal of tax-free growth on your money is one of the
biggest reasons large organizations and savvy individuals plug
millions of dollars into these policies every year. You’ll have a
hard time finding a better place for these types of tax benefits.

Tax-free Death Benefit
When you’ve amassed a large amount of wealth like Walt
Disney, JC Penny, Ray Kroc, and others, there’s only one thing
that stands in the way of passing that hard work on to your
family…
…the Government.
Whether you have a big estate or a small estate, passing on
money can be painful. Some of the largest estates are stripped
to nearly nothing after taxes and probate.
Take the King of Rock and Roll himself, Elvis Presley. At
the time of his death in 1977, his estate was worth $10 million.
73 percent of the estate went toward legal fees, estate
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administration costs, and estate taxes, leaving only $3 million to
his daughter.
In addition to tax-free growth, cash value life insurance
provides a tax-free death benefit, and one that bypasses probate
altogether.
This means your life insurance death benefit will transfer
with no income tax to those you leave it to, and there won’t be
fees and expenses to get it there.
I can assure you of one thing, there is no better asset to die
with than life insurance. It is the most heavily used estateplanning tool in the country because it can help pass on more of
your hard earned money to your family.

Social Security
The icing on the cake in the tax discussion is this.
As a taxpayer, we all pay a social security tax. Its purpose is
to give us an income down the road when we retire, but here’s
the problem…
Most people don’t plan on it as their primary source of
income, so if you’ve been diligent in saving, and you want to
take a retirement income down the road from money you’ve
saved or invested, your social security income could be at risk of
taxation.
Now since it was originally a tax paid to receive it, it seems a
little unfair to pay a tax on it, being penalized for having saved
well.
The perk to cash value life insurance is that it remains the
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only place where you can draw money and not have it count
against this social security tax. Even other tax-free sources of
income, like tax-free bonds and Roth IRA’s, still count income
into the social security tax equation.
Cash value life insurance gives you the ultimate in tax
benefits across the board.

Guarantees
Cash value life insurance policies are also equipped with solid
guarantees.
While dividends, or company profits, are technically not
guaranteed, a portion of the growth inside your policy is.
In the event that the insurance company can’t pay out a
dividend, you are guaranteed to see an increase to your cash
value inside your policy. Meaning you’ll always move forward.
While the above is true, it’s also important to mention that
the insurance companies I personally recommend have paid
profits for over 100 years straight, making it pretty unlikely that
we won’t continue to see that in the future.

Accessing Money Inside Your Policy
While its been mentioned in a few sections already, I want to
go into a little more detail on the best way to use money from
your policy.
First and foremost, as you build cash value in your policy,
you can access those funds at any time and for any reason.
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There are two ways to do so.
Withdrawals
One option for accessing money from your policy is to
actually withdraw it. Even though it is possible, I don’t typically
recommend it. Loans can provide more advantages and better
benefits.
Loans
The fundamental difference between a loan and a withdrawal
is that the withdrawal is a withdrawal of your money, while the
loan is a loan from the insurance company.
By contract, the insurance company guarantees you the
ability to borrow money up to the amount you have in cash
value. And since you are a policyholder, these loans come at
competitive rates.12 Why? Because you have collateralized the
loan with your cash value and there is no risk to the insurance
company.
That low risk, and low maintenance use of capital is a great
way for the insurance company to safely grow its capital, so they
offer it to you at very advantageous rates.
For example, a company I have policies with just paid a 7.1%
dividend last year, and their loan rate was 5%. Borrowing from
the insurance company in that scenario netted me the
difference.
Beyond the simple difference in loan rates and dividends,
there are other advantages to loans as opposed to withdrawals.
There are no tax consequences if you borrow beyond your cost
basis (what you’ve put in). If, on the other hand, you withdraw
12

Not all insurance companies have the same loan provisions and may not provide the
same benefits.
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past your cost basis, you could incur taxes. In addition to
keeping it tax friendly, it keeps the policy cash value growing
and working for you, it keeps the death benefit high, and it
makes you accountable for the money you use.
By borrowing money from the insurance company, you
ensure that your capital never stops compounding. It forces you
to keep capital constantly working in your favor.

The Safest Place on the Planet
At the beginning of this book we walked through the time of
The Great Depression. A very sad time.
But amid such chaos and confusion, life insurance companies
held strong. While there is never any guarantee that something
couldn’t happen, based on track record cash value life insurance
is the best bet for safety of capital. It’s for that exact reason that
banks rely so heavily on it.
They are extremely well oiled machines, and it would be hard
to take them down. We’ve seen them consistently providing
growth for over a century while experiencing twelve recessions
and one Great Depression.

Stock Companies vs. Mutual Companies
There are 2 different kinds of life insurance companies; stock
and mutual.
Stock companies pay out earnings to stockholders first, then
potentially to policyholders.
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Mutual companies, on the other hand, have no shareholders
and only pay out earnings to their policyholders. The profits are
what we refer to as dividends.
I like to compare it to making a deposit at the bank, and that
deposit giving me credit as a shareholder to receive company
profits. A highly unlikely scenario at a bank, but a good example
of how a mutual company operates.
In looking for a way to maximize the use of cash value life
insurance, a stock company does not stand out as the place to
go. Mutual companies provide the most benefit, and are clearly
a better option.

No Minimums or Maximums
There is no government minimum or maximum contribution
to a cash value life insurance policy. We are free to contribute as
much or as little as we want.13 The only limitation will be how
much insurance the insurance company is willing to offer. More
on that shortly.

Extreme Flexibility
When talking about cash value life insurance, most are under
the impression that premiums are due every month or year for
nearly the rest of their life. This is hardly the case with high cash
value life insurance.
13

If the cumulative premium payments exceed certain rules under the Internal Revenue
Code, the life insurance policy may become a Modified Endowment Contract (MEC). This
may alter the tax status of the policy. A professional well-versed in these products can ensure
the policy does not become a MEC.
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One of the benefits of high cash value life insurance is the
amount of money frontloaded into the policy. Because we jampack these policies with high levels of cash in the beginning
years of the policy, we create a large amount of flexibility to
adjust to different circumstances.
Future premiums can be reduced, or can even be completely
eliminated in any year if necessary.
This gives us the ability to make a plan today and adjust, if
necessary, tomorrow.
Keep in mind this is not your run of the mill policy, it’s
specially designed for these benefits. I’ve designed 3 specific
case studies that will show you some of the flexibility discussed
here. We’ll look at those shortly.

Death Benefit
While I mentioned the tax benefits surrounding death
benefit, I want to hit the topic straight on.
First, it’s important to note that the risk of your death is now
on the insurance companies shoulders and you have insurance.
This is critical to caring financially for you and your loved ones.
Secondly, if your money is growing safely, while
simultaneously giving you life insurance, then it’s a no brainer.
The question becomes, “how much do I get?”
Having death benefit is a great side benefit of these cash
value policies, and can be the jump-start to future wealth within
your family. You’ll almost accidentally pass on a significant
amount of money to your family.
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Another thing to account for is the ever-increasing amount
of death benefit.
You see, as cash value builds inside your policy there is a
natural increase in the death benefit. The more cash value you
put into the policy, the more the death benefit has to go up. So
what naturally happens is the older you get, the more money
you will pass on to your family. Pretty cool huh?

The “High” in High Cash Value Life Insurance
I wanted to make sure and write a section that distinguished
why I call it “High” cash value life insurance, because it’s
different than your traditional policy.
Have you ever heard of Joe Ayoob? This guy holds the world
record for flying a paper airplane 226 ft. 10 inches. That’s a little
over 3 quarters of a football field. That’s pretty crazy…
While you could give me the exact same piece of paper Joe
Ayoob uses to fly world record paper airplanes, there’s really no
chance I’ll be able to fold it for high performance. Mine barely
make it across the table, let alone a football field. The same
applies here. The performance of a cash value life insurance
policy is based on how it’s structured (or folded).
For example, a typical cash value life insurance policy has a
big fat $0 of cash value in the first year or even first several
years. It can take decades to perform, which is the main reason
some people don’t like it. While it does recoup those early years
and performs well, it’s not the most efficient.
A high cash value life insurance policy is much more
efficient, focusing on better growth now, and in the future. We
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see positive returns in the first few years, meaning more cash
value than contributions, and better performance every year
moving forward.
The biggest difference here is structuring the policy around
cash growth and accumulation, and not death benefit. By doing
so, you can maximize the growth of your cash.

Ownership
I’d like to add one small nugget here. Since the primary focus
is not the death benefit in many cases, the insured (the person
who’s life is insured), is not the top priority. You can maintain
complete control as owner of a policy while insuring the life of
someone else. The insured is simply the life the insurance is
based on, but has no say in policy decisions.
So if health, age, or other factors don’t allow you to get the
insurance you need, you can simply own the insurance on the
life of another individual.

Closing a Policy
Life insurance policies can be closed at anytime. Your cash
value is also called your “surrender value.” You can walk away
with your surrender value anytime you want. However, if you
do close your policy, you will be required to pay taxes on the
growth of your policy (anything above what you have
contributed).
This is why we want to die with this policy intact. This is easy
to do with a little planning and your family will always be left
with more money via the death benefit than if you cashed it out
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anyways.
By handling it properly, you can exercise options inside any
insurance policy to eliminate future premiums, or out of pocket
payment, and simply let your cash value grow. This is referred
to as a “reduced paid up” policy.
This still gives you access to the cash value while keeping the
policy in force. This keeps your money working inside the
policy, keeping all the powerful advantages, without having to
contribute additional money to the policy.
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CHAPTER 7

A MORE EFFICIENT SAVINGS STRATEGY
Cash value life insurance solves a lot of problems that we’ve
already discussed, but in this chapter I wanted to discuss a few
other areas where it can save you, and earn you, additional
money.
Throughout your life you’ll likely save hundreds of thousands
of dollars to buy all kinds of necessary and unnecessary items.
Cars, homes, medical expenses, education, weddings, to name a
few.
It’s clear that borrowing on high interest credit cards and
loans is an expensive way to pay for those items, so I won’t go
into any more detail than that. I’m going to assume you save
and pay cash.
In addition to large purchases, you’re hopefully keeping
emergency savings liquid, safe, and accessible.
What most people haven’t thought about, however, are the
thousands of dollars that have been lost (or not earned) by
saving for these items in the conventional way.
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When you pay cash for something, you have to save for it
first. And where do you save it? Somewhere you know you can
get it when you need it. For most people, this is some form of
savings or checking account.
There are two problems here. The first is in regards to how
you save it, and the second, how you spend it.
As you set money aside for these large purchases and
emergencies, you’re putting thousands of dollars to very little
use in low interest, taxable accounts. If you’re earning 1% inside
a savings account, but could be earning 5% in a life insurance
policy, you’re missing out on 4% interest every year. We call this
opportunity cost, and it means thousands of dollars lost in your
lifetime.
In addition to low interest and growth, you are also required
to pay taxes on what little you have earned. This reduces your
savings efficiency even further.
Now this doesn’t apply just to large purchases. You may
keep cash for emergency savings. You might be an investor or
business owner that sits on large amounts of cash, waiting to
use it.
When you plug cash value life insurance into the equation,
your savings dollars earn more, and your tax burden is reduced.
It’s a much more efficient way to save.
Now the second problem is this. When you pay cash for a
car, you typically don’t plan to put that money back into your
savings on any schedule. You simply plan for your next
purchase, and save what’s necessary. This emphasizes the real
value you are placing on your dollars… very little.
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Let me explain…
When you borrow money from a bank, do you expect them
to charge you interest? Of course. When you lend someone
money, do you expect them to pay you interest? Of course. Yet
when you use your own money, you place no such value there.
Why?
This is exactly why I recommend taking loans against the
insurance policy. It ensures that you are accountable to the
money you use. It ensures you never liquidate your account to
make a purchase with no intention of keeping that money
growing. It requires you to never interrupt the continual growth
of your dollars. Overall it makes you more accountable, more
efficient, and more profitable.

Making Your Investments Better
As I’ve previously mentioned, using your policy to make
investments only makes those investments more profitable. I’m
now going to address why.
Let’s jump into an example. Let’s say I’ve got an investment
where I can earn 10% returns and I invest $100,000.
At the end of the year, I’ll have made $10,000. At capital
gains rates of 15%, I’ll owe $1,500 in taxes.
Total profit: $8,500
Now let’s assume I’ve got that money tucked in my cash
value life insurance policies, and I borrow the money from the
insurance company at 5%. Here’s how it breaks down:
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Investment Returns
Policy Returns* (Tax Free)
Policy Interest (Tax Deductible)
Taxes
Total Profit

$10,000
$5,000
($5,000)
($750)
$9,250
*Assumes 5%

Essentially what we’ve done is turned an effective 8.5%
return to a 9.25% return. How? By taking advantage of an
interest deduction that reduced my taxable gain to $5,000.
This is a very simple version of the story however. What we
haven’t mentioned is the money in my life insurance policy is
giving me death benefit and is growing competitively after the
investment is liquidated. Without the policy, my money would
most likely go back to being extremely inefficient, in a low
interest, taxable environment.
The point is that life insurance makes you smarter as an
investor. It makes your investments more profitable, and gives
you a benchmark to beat. If you can do better than the policy
growth, do it, if you can’t, don’t. It’s that simple.

Making Your Business Better
Just like an investor, cash value life insurance can add extra
benefits to what you are already doing in your business. Why? It
keeps your money working more efficiently, and helps reduce
the taxable income from your business.
By using this type of policy, business owners are able to
make better use of their capital, reduce their personal and
business tax liability, cover key employees in a more efficient
way, and a slew of other items depending on your business.
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CASE STUDY 1

CONSISTENT CONTRIBUTIONS
In this case study, I will illustrate the exact layout of a high
cash value life insurance policy. I’m going to show you the
following things:





Annual contribution of $20,000 per year
Total cash value at the end of every year
Total death benefit at the end of every year
Future income from the policy

Now keep in mind, these are examples, but a similar ratio of
contributions to cash value should still apply no matter how
little or much you put in. $20,000 is not a magic number, a limit,
or a minimum of any kind. There are no minimums or
maximums as stated previously.
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What you’ll quickly notice as you visit the first year of this
illustration is that you’re actually behind. You’ve put in $20,000
but only have $18,365. While better than the typical $0 in first
year of most cash value policies, it’s still behind. But the truth is
it’s a small price to pay, and it has minimal effect on the policy
growth. Here’s why…
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Since this is not a savings account, we are abiding by a
different set of rules. You see, the insurance company is taking
on a lot of risk. In this scenario, they’re letting you use the
majority of your money, and taking on the risk of nearly 1
million dollars in the event that you die (Death Benefit year 1:
$951,544). In order to do so, they hold a little money upfront,
and every year you have the policy, a little more of it comes
back. It’s only a few short years and you are back in the positive.
This way the insurance company is still protected, and you get
maximum benefits.
Now let’s jump to year 29 in this illustration. The cash value
is $1,210,266 at this point, and growing at a 5% internal rate of
return (meaning its as if every year your money earned 5%). So
even though you were slightly behind in the early years, it’s had
little to no effect on the future growth. Here’s the kicker
though; You now have $2,198,013 of death benefit, an extra
$987,747 to your loved ones if you died that year. You’ve
successfully built in a massive legacy that will have a large effect
on your family.
So here’s the question. Are you willing to give up the use
(emphasis on ‘use’) of some of those early dollars (with
minimal long term effect on growth), in exchange for the ability
to pass nearly an extra million dollars to your loved ones? Are
you willing to give up the use of a few dollars in exchange for
tax-free growth, access to your money, guarantees, safety, and a
slew of other benefits we’ve already discussed?
It’s obviously an extremely simple answer… yes.

Future Income
Now that we’ve looked at the years of savings, lets look at
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the second half of the numbers.
Keep in mind, at this point, we have saved a total of
$580,000.
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This is the second half of the same example we’ve been
looking at. At age 70, we’ve decided to stop putting money into
the policy, and by age 76 we’ve decided to take income from the
policy.
In this scenario we are successfully taking $120,000 per year
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for 19 years. A total of $2,280,000 of total income. Not bad.
Now keep in mind this income is tax-free when handled
properly, and doesn’t have to be taken out in systematic
increments. You can take it out however you see fit. It’s
recommend you consult with a professional to make sure it’s
done correctly.

Summary
Case Study 1: Consistent Contributions
Total Contributions
$580,000
Total Income
$2,280,000

Tip of the Iceberg
I’ve prepared 2 more case studies that show a different way
to fund a cash value life insurance policy, but before I go into
them, I want to hit on something important here.
These illustrations represent exactly how your money would
grow inside a well designed, high cash value life insurance
policy. But truthfully it is just the tip of the iceberg.
What the numbers can’t show are numerous reasons this
type of strategy is so valuable, and so heavily used by America’s
wealthiest individuals and families. Here’s a brief list of the
items the numbers can’t show:
1. The extra growth earned by not using a low interest
savings account to save money for large purchases
(i.e. cars, boats, down payments, weddings,
education).
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2. The taxes you saved by keeping your growth tax free.
3. The losses you would avoid by keeping it safe.
4. The interest you would save by having access to your
money, and not being required to borrow from credit
card companies, banks, and other lending institutions
at high rates.
5. The extra interest you could earn by using your
dollars for investment or business opportunities.
All these items have been discussed in previous chapters, so
reference them as needed.
What’s important to note is there is a completely different set
of numbers that go hand in hand with the simple projection of
growth. The savings in interest, taxes, and opportunity cost
amount to thousands and thousands more to your future
wealth.

The “Banking” Concepts
We’ve already covered loans (See ‘Accessing Money Inside
Your Policy’), but this case study helps illustrate a very
important point. There are entire financial philosophies geared
specifically towards this idea, some call it Infinite Banking,
Privatized Banking, Becoming Your Own Banker, etc. Much of
which stems from Nelson Nash’s book Becoming Your Own
Banker. I’m going to simplify it here for you.
It’s the idea that you should treat your capital the same
whether you use it, or you let someone else use it. Let’s look
back at year 29. There is $1,210,266 of cash value. That’s a good
chunk of money. Since the insurance company is doing its part
to grow the money, there is really only one reason for possibly
falling short of it… you. If you take money and don’t put it
back, you’ll be single handedly responsible for not reaching your
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financial potential. Don’t let yourself be that reason.
Apart from the fact that the loans are advantageous, they
keep the death benefit high, and they keep it tax friendly, loans
ensure that your money never stops growing. Every dollar
inside the policy is virtually guaranteed to reach it’s potential
because it grows uninterrupted. It puts you at a higher level of
accountability which will keep you on the path to building
wealth.

Rate of Return
One last note. We’ve already discussed how the growth
compares to other investments, but I advise you not to get
caught up in the returns. This is a platform to improve and
enhance all your financial decisions. To compare the returns
directly to other investments would be a complete
misunderstanding of what I’m trying to portray. I’m not
suggesting this as a replacement for good investment
opportunities, but rather a better place to store and access cash
for those investment opportunities. You can have the best of
both worlds here.
The goal for many will be to find a better opportunity to
grow their money and get better returns. That is great and
admirable. Using cash value life insurance will not inhibit your
ability to do so. Rather it will make those opportunities even
more profitable (See “But I Can Get a Higher Return”).
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CASE STUDY 2

LUMP SUM CONTRIBUTIONS PLUS
ONGOING SAVINGS
This case study is a little different. Since life insurance is
typically sold wrong, many are under the impression that you
can’t put in lump sums into a policy, but have to pay the same
premium for life. Since we’ve already discussed some of these
items in previous chapters, the purpose of this case study is to
show you how efficient it is to put in large sums of money
quickly into a life insurance policy. I’m going to show you the
following things:
 Initial lump sum of $150,000 divided into two
payments of $75,000 each
 Annual contribution of $20,000 after year two
 Total cash value at the end of every year
 Total death benefit at the end of every year
 Future income from the policy
The same statement applies here. These numbers are
examples and are not the rule. It can be altered significantly
depending on your circumstances.
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By splitting the lump sum into two contributions, we
maximize it’s efficiency. While we are still slightly behind in
year one, we see positive growth in year three. Just like any
other investment, since we are putting more money in upfront,
money is working for us sooner, and it takes less time to
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become highly efficient.
While the returns are similar to Case Study 1, around 5%,
there is more capital working, and it is more efficient quicker,
with more cash value and more death benefit.

Backdating the Policy
In many cases, cash value life insurance policies can be
“backdated” to increase the ability to get money in quicker. For
example: Above, we are splitting $150,000 into 2 contributions.
If we start the policy on January 1st, the next premium
contribution will be January 1st of the following year.
In some cases you would like to get that money in faster than
a one year spread. Backdating the policy is a way to speed up
that process. Instead of the policy being effective January 1st,
often times insurance companies will allow that effective date to
be up to six months sooner. In this case, the policy’s effective
date is July 1st of the previous year. By doing so, the policy’s
anniversary date would be technically six months later, or the
following July 1st. This puts the lump sum into the policy in the
span of six months as opposed to a full year.
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The second half of this case study shows the difference in
retirement income with putting more money in upfront. In this
scenario, we’re seeing an increase from $120,000 per year of
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income to $160,000. Simply put, the more you put in, and the
faster it gets in there, the better the long-term growth.

Summary
Case Study 2: Lump Sum Contribution Plus Ongoing
Savings
Total Contributions
$690,000
Total Income
$3,040,000
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CASE STUDY 3

LUMP SUM ONLY

This last case study illustrates the ability to drop in cash
immediately, without worrying about ongoing savings. While
we’ve talked about flexibility, and the fact that you don’t have to
pay premiums your entire life, this case study shows you that
reality.
Here’s what I’m going to show you:
 Initial lump sum of $150,000 divided into two
payments of $75,000 each
 No annual contribution
 Total cash value at the end of every year
 Total death benefit at the end of every year
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In this illustration we have successfully dropped into the
policy a full lump sum of $150,000 without contributing another
dollar. As you can see, the policy requires no more
contributions, and maintains it’s growth.
This is a great way to illustrate the flexibility of these policies
when structured appropriately.
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CHAPTER 11

MY FINAL WORDS
It’s unfortunate to look at the wealthiest country in the world
having so many of its citizens struggling financially. We are
overspending, leveraging excessive amounts of credit, and
struggling to make wise investment decisions. We’ve followed
the unfortunate belief that the markets are the best way to save
for your future, that locking money into government plans is
smart, and that the Wall Street advisor will not let you down.
I hope this book has been effective at bringing you back to
our roots. I hope it has helped you see that you don’t need to
take risk to create a strong, stable financial foundation, and that
there are better options out there than what you may have
known before.
Cash value life insurance is a powerful financial tool that can
put you back on the path to real wealth. It has been used by
wealthy Americans, big banks, and large corporations for
centuries and has stood strong through some of the most
difficult financial times in history.
It is one of the least understood financial tools we have, and
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the one most underutilized by the average American.
While not everyone is in the right situation to take advantage
of the benefits inside a cash value life insurance policy, I truly
believe it is the best place to build a strong financial foundation.
It is unparalleled in the benefits that it offers, and it gives you
complete and total control.
I have personally found sincere satisfaction in putting these
strategies into practice in my own life.
Thank you for taking the time to read this book. I hope this
information will be as beneficial to you as it has been to me.
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